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Samantha Blair, aooequeath to Wyatt Adams our old locker, my parking

ta ding, patience, someone to keep you calm and my heart; to
er, Paul Pendergrass, Wyatt Adams someone else's truck to make

every e else I give you my luck and sympathy.
Jason Branham, do bequeath to Conrad Sharpe a microwave for what Patrick

yo . to Justin Autry someone else to randomly yell your name; to Perry
n a new twin; to Bryant Carvalho and Rob O'Connor the point guard

-=""" ••••.·..,o~lijah Tucker the ability to SMASH!; to Kitt and Bennett Nicholson my
•• cage; to Autumn Keys someone else to call you Summer; to Samantha

ability to light fireworks; to Nancy Blair Gonzales "An eaglel" (In Forest
'Oice); to the basketball team a chance to win eight games; to the baseball

ear plugs and a nice ring; to Mitchell Gibbons common sense and a new
;'"1€ besides Billy.

on Caughman, do bequeath to Cameron Cooper a baseball glove; to
rac Sharpe a to-go box; to Perry Anne Robinson a port-a-potty on the dock;

=eoocca Robertson a baseball jersey so she always remembers who's number
dison Spang a wink; to Nancy Blair a better movie than Draft Day; to

_ ::.f ~n a spot on the RWA baseball team; and to Mrs. Taylor a Reese's.
Coleman, do bequeath to Chrissy someone to hug and talk to and a

will always catch you; to Addie a smile and a weird comment or
the best of luck at Blythewood and all my love; to Chloe an
. to Megan Simpson more hair, a big hug, and another outfielder

ck on ur snacking and a hug; to Bailey a dictionary,
"ac:eieleAtallv'.:rIAil-ali time, and the best of luck in softball and

<''''Yl;:",no to question your every move; to Cali
nr~,rti,~o"and an encouraging word; to
(even when they aren't funny) and a
to Maddie Anderson someone to run

, and a hug; to Kennedy all my love and
someone to constantly call you Lincoln;
hash browns, and the ability to put up
Brigman money for books and a good

you and then help you up when you fall, of
someone else to pick on you in practice; to

Elder someone you a few words of wisdom, a piece of gum, and
to not be forever late; to my softball team and cheer squad the best of

• aolof you as y'all go through and finish Richard Winn, I have been so blessed
_::e a oart of each team; to Trammell someone to forever correct you during class,

most embarrassing moments and much thanks for helping me with my
: to Mrs. McDonald the best of luck teaching the classes behind ours; to
Taylor a huge THANKS for putting up with me on and off the field and some

lO..lJ""'.U,Us;moriesfrom my RWA years; to Mrs.Ladd another Business Manager
a hope for all the amazing yearbooks to come; and to all the other students of

Inn the best of luck in the rest of your time at this wonderful school and
hope that you make some amazing memories.
Anna Cooke, do ueath to Jessie Stidham someone for her to talk to about

and and play basketball with; to the basketball
how many points they score and who always

'a someone to read books with, do crafts
will; to Cassidy Branham someone to

Iy are; to Cassie Rae all the artsy-fartsy
eone to tell you that you don't have to

don't care what they think; to Jaycie
once and laugh at all your Weird jokes;

II with you; to Bailey Taylor the ability to
"",not,no who knows you so well that they
bway; to Kaitlyn Thoma someone to drive

school and be your sister; to Mrs. McDonald someone to have 3 of your
a day; to Mrs. Ladd someone who goes over and beyond with helping you

-_. ethings you do forthis school; to lIenna Derrik a super awesome babysitter
es you and your crazy imagination.
• Costenbader, do bequeath to Sally Costenbader someone to pester her

a <>deto and from school; to Lydia and Grace Wilder a ride from school on
. to Hunter Tate a ride to Scouts; to Coach Pitt a box of colored pencils

cart; to Coach Halt someone to constantly remind him that Bill Clinton was
a good President; to Mrs. Matthews a 20 oz. bottle of Dukes mayonnaise;
Usa someone to always come in the office seeking food and ask, "Perhaps

Jerry Enlow!!?"; to Miss Trammell someone to always ask if assignments
oe l""'IOIIed to a later date; to Perry Anne someone to chat with at break; to Ryan
_ someone to hiqh five in t e halls; to Matt Taylor someone to invite him to

• to Jordan Parris, a tennis racket; to Hannah Silvia good treasurer
: ;0 Bryant Carvalho someone to keep the sanity.

- Da is, do bequeath to Jordarr Paris Shakira's accent and the color RED!;
an a coffee mug and the color BLACK!; to Hannah Silvia 8 oz. filet

unte ate a ride to Cos's; to Jai Sanders band practice and a bass
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I, Vicky Durham, do bequeath to Mason Adams a huge hug and smile
day; to McKenzie Wilson another awesome neighbor; to Maddie Dentor
every day from your "big Sister!"; to Tyler Douglas weird faces and so
sit with on the church bus, a Clemson lanyard, and someone you can
count on; to Anna Connor some laugh, gossip, dances, someone you ca"'
and someone to always stick up for you; to Rob O'Connor driving lesso
and skips down the hallways and many laughs; to Nic Stillwell someone
beat you up and give a hug every now and then, haha; to Laken Tanner
blonde moments, and someone to talk about the current drama with; to
Spang real talks and some good laughs; to Catherine Mann, some hard
hugs, awkward sayings, random dance moves and boy talks; to Jordar
hilarious times, deep conversations with, and someone who is still waiting
to get famous; to Mrs. Krista Bellomy all of my gratitude for helping me thr
the year and not getting annoyed from all of my questions; to Mrs. Lisa
break from all my tardies and absences; to Mr. Clint Inman someone else
on and laughs; to Mrs. Martha Ladd laughs, many questions, valuable
the ability to stay sane despite my obnoxious class and someone who wi
look up to you; to Mrs. McDonald someone to lean on, someone to ha :;
conversations with, and all of my appreciation for all that you did for me
class; to Coach Pitt some of the best laughs, someone else to pick on, josr
insides jokes, and someone who is going to miss you but also always I
you; last, but best, is to Hannah Silvia many laughs, brain farts, amazing
that will stay in my heart forever, someone you know you can ALWAYS
be there, embarrassing moments, deep talks, the strength to last ano -
at RWA and many more that I can't think of at the moment.
I, Lauren Faust, do bequeath to Elijah Tucker a piece of gum or someo •
you for a piece of gum, someone to talk or argue with you every day a:
someone to high five you in the hallway, someone to attack going to fillt
a secret and inside joke keeper, someone to fight with when you kn
wrong, a phone call and text, the ability to drive 321 a whole year witho
pulled, patience, an advice giver, an amazing upcoming baseball seas::
best of luck with college apps and the most amazing senior year you
ever asked for!; to Hunter Gibbons someone to crack jokes with, some _
argue with you because you want to argue, a new card reader when you
show up to AP review, and someone to pick on in the hallway; to Conran
someone to scream "hey coon" every day in the hallway with my jokes,
else to play and pick on your sister at all your baseball games, and the'
luck in your upcoming year!; to Cameron Cooper someone else to
someone new to create a nickname for, and someone who's always
listen no matter what; Cassie Rae the endless 321 car rides and an
senior year; to Jordan Parris encouragement that graduation is almos
hug and hello every day and a great senior year; to Perry Anne a smile e\-
a hug in the hallway, and someone to always listen when you need
Rebecca Robertson the ability to not speed, all those long, school rides-
amazing junior year; to Chloe Dawkins cruise control, the ability to have
and love when taking my baby to school, and the strength to tackle R
more years; to Alyssa Atkerson someone to bring you Umi and actually r
it; to Emily Keys someone to pick on you after math and a smiling face
you laugh; to Parker Amick someone else to pick on and someone else
on you, good grades, good behavior, and the ability to keep all your "br
real; to Maddie Denton a new ride to school and someone to vent to
been a bad day; to Calee Thigpen a smile and hug in the hall, a joke-
your nerves, someone to drive you places, and a phone call whenever
to talk; to Lane Bickett a smile and a hug, a pat on the back and good job
you need it, a new ride to school, a fun-filled school year, money at
and all of my undivided love; to Cassie and Jimmy McKeown a hug an=
the hallway and always a listening ear; to Mrs. McDonald someone to ar;
and someone else to ask for advice; to Miss Trammell a senior class es
ours.
I, Mason Gibbons, do bequeath to Mitchell Gibbons, a new 1998 Tahoe
common sense; to Gunnar Hensley the ability to take a charge; to Hunter
an awkward gesture in the hallway; to Elijah Tucker someone who car
the way we do; to John Coleman an awkward conversation; to Coker
jar of honey; to Conrad Sharpe my swing speed; to Jacob Steele so
call you Strolley and my sarcasm; to Megan Simpson a new older b
someone to give you hugs in the hallway; to Matt Taylor my room so
have somewhere to stay in Chester and my ability to have patience with
insightful stories; to Marshall Gibbons my guitar skills and someone to
with; to Perry Anne Robinson someone to hang out with at break; to Ja, -
my hops; to Cooper Swearingen my competitiveness; to Cameron
defense in basketball.
I, Alexa Karoly, do bequeath to Cassie Rae Cantrell matches, just in
someone to help you steal popsicles from the teachers' lounge; to Ha
my AP English book, you'll probably need that, too; to Cameron Medlin
to put up with you and to help you with math; to Jordan Parris a sm :0

hallway; to Noah Ward the rights to be the Quiz Bowl captain; to Meg
someone to share the love of The Wanted; to Chrissy Caudill my ca
next year's Math Meet.


